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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y be a Banach space with norm 1 1 , and let Rf = [0, co). Let d[Y] 
be the algebra of continuous linear functions from Y to Y, and let I be the 
identity in !B[Y]. 
In [l], Browder and Petryshyn showed that, if L is in %[Y], if lim,,, L% 
exists whenever x is in Y, and if z is in ran(1 -L), then the iteration scheme 
x,+r = Lx, + z converges to a solution ~7 of y = Ly + z, irrespective of the 
choice of initial iterate. DeFigueiredo and Karlovitz [2] obtained a similar 
result with relaxed iteration. Dotson [3, 41 gave mean ergodic theorems for 
affine mappings which extended these results. 
In [?‘I, Martin showed the result of [l] to be a special case of a general 
theorem involving Stieltjes integrals and multiplicative integration. Purdom 
[8] has extended Martin’s work to 
Ay = -z, (*I 
where .A is no longer assumed to be continuous or totally defined. Purdom’s 
results are the starting point for the present work. We shall extend the results 
of Dotson [3] in a direction parallel to the extension Purdom gave of the 
results of Martin. Our main results are in Section 2, and we shall give applica- 
tions in Section 3. 
2. RESULTS 
Let T be a strongly continuous semigroup of nonexpansive members of 
23[Y], let A be the generator of T, and let O(A) be the domain of A. (For 
definitions and basic results see [9, Chap. IX]). Recall that, if X > 0, then 
[I- hA]-l is a nonexpansive member of 23[Y]. Clearly now z is in ran(A) if 
and only if [I - Al-1 z is in ran(1 - [I- Al-l), and (*) is equivalent to 
y = [I - A]-ly + [I - Al-lx. 
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Thus, the above-cited pre-Purdom resuits gi\-e information on ( ‘), but results 
culled this way do not exploit the connections between =1 and T. Purdom’s 
work was built on these connections, and so shall be ours. 
If .V is in I’, let y(.r) = {T(t) s: t is in R+), and let y,-J-2.) be the smallest 
closed convex subs&of I7 containing y(s). Let fj be a directed set, and let B 
be a function from Q to ?3[I’]. We zill assume thmqhout this sertioz tlrat the 
following conditiom are satisjied. 
(Cl) If (x, CV) is in I- s n, then B,.v is in y&.r). 
(C2) Each value of B is nonexpansive. 
(C3) If (t, X) is in R+~ :: I-, then 
lim 1 T(t) B,s - B,s j = 0 
* 
and 
lim j B,T(t) Y - B,w j = 0. 
1 
In the language of Eberlein [5], (B,: OL is in .f2} is a nonexpansive system of 
almost invariant integrals for T. The following theorem is a rewrite of a 
theorem of Eberlein [5, Theorem 3.11, and we state it without proof. 
THEOREM 1. If (x, ?) is in I’ x Y, then (i)-(iv) are equivalent. 
(i) y is in y&x) and T(t) y = y whenever t is in R+. 
(ii) y = lim, B,.r. 
(iii) 1’ = weak-lim, B,x. 
(iv) y is a weak cluster point of (B&s: 0: is in n} (see [6, p. 713). 
We will assume throughout this section that, if x is in ‘I-, then lim, B,x exists. 
The above theorem illustrate that there is no generality to be gained by 
weakening the convergence hypothesis from (ii) to either (iii) or (iv). Let Q 
be given by QX = lim, B,x, and note that Q is a nonexpansive member of 
B[Y]. 
THEOREM 2. Q2 = Q and, if L is in B[Y] and has the property that Ijr s 
is in Y then Lx is in y&x), then Q = QL = LQ. 
Proof. Suppose that (~,y) is in Y x I’ and y = Qx. Now (i) says 
ycc(y) = {y), so Qy = y. Thus Q2 = Q. Suppose L is in 23[Y], and suppose 
that if x is in Y then Lx is in ycc(x). Let x be in Y. Now LQx is in 
ycc(Qx) = {Qx}, so LQ = Q. Also, if x is in Y, Lx is in Y&X), so yCc(Lx) is a 
subset of Y&X), and QLx is in y&x). If y = &Lx, then T(t) y = y whenever t 
is in R+. But there is exactly one member of ycc(x) with this property, 
namely Qx. Thus QLx = Qx, QL = Q, and the proof is complete. 
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Let C be a function from Sz to B[Y], and suppose that if (x, a) is 
in D(A) x J2 then C,x is in D(A) and AC,,x = C,Ax. We also assume that, if 
x is in B(A), then AC,x = x - B,x for each 01 in Sz. It follows from this last 
assumption and from the closed graph theorem that, if cz is in !2, then C, 
maps all of Y into D(-4) and that AC, is in B[Y]. Finally, we assume that 
there is a real-valued function 4 on Sz such that lim, 1 #(a)1 = + co and such 
that QC, =+(a) Q whenever 01 is in Sz. The family {C,: 01 is in sZ> is an 
adaptation to our setting of the idea of a companion system of integrals, 
introduced by Dotson [3]. Th e o f 11 owing theorem is our main result. 
THEOREM 3. Let x be in Y. Then statements (v)-(vii) are equivalent. 
(v) z is in ran(A). 
(vi) If x is in Y and u from 12 to Y is given by u, = B,x - Caz, then 
y = lim, u, exists and satisfies (*). 
(vii) If u is as in (vi), then {u,: 01 is in l2} has a weak cluster point. 
Pvooj. First note that, if v is in Y, then T(t) Qv = Qv whenever t is in 
R-l-, so 
-4Qv = i$ + (T(S) Qv - Qv) = 0. 
Thus Q maps Y into D(A) and AQ = 0. Now suppose that (v) is true, and 
find y in D(A) such that Ay = --z. If 01 is in !2, then 
CJ = -CJy = -(y - B,y), 
so lim, C,Z = -y + Qy. Let x be in Y, and let u be as in (vi). Now 
and 
Ii,m U, = Qx + y - Qy = y + Q(“v - Y), 
A(y + Q(x - y)) = Ay = -z. 
This completes the proof of (v) -+ (vi). That (vi) implies (vii) is obvious- 
Suppose that (vii) is true. Find a directed subset A of !2 and a function J 
from A to K2 such that if 01 is in Sz there is 6 in A such that, if 7 is in A and 
follows 6, then J(q) follows 01 and such that weak lim, uJcu) exists (see [6, 
p. 701). Let y = weak lim, uJ(&) . Since 
and 
lim B,x = Qs, 
iz 
li,m BJ(,)x = Qx 
weak li,m CJ(a)~ = Qx - y. 
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Also, if OL is in fi, Qu,(,) = QB,(,).r - QC,(,)z = QX - 4(1(a)) Qz. Now 
weak lim, QuJtu) = Qy (since members of ‘B[Y’] preserve weak convergence), 
so 
weak li,m #J(a)) Qz = QX - Qy. 
If Qz # 0, we can find X* in I-* such that N*QZ > 0. Then 
which is a contradiction, so Qx = 0. Thus, 
weak lim /lC,(,,z = weak lim(z - B,z) a JL 
=z-Qz=z. 
Since A is strongly closed and therefore weakly closed (see [S, Lemma 61 or 
[9, Theorem 11, p. 125]), this says that Qx - y is in D(A) and A(Qx - y) = a. 
Thus z is in ran(A), and the proof is complete. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that Y is rejlexke. Then (viii) and (ix) are true, and 
(x) is true ;f and only if (xi) is true. 
(viii) If x is in Y, then lim,,,[l - t/l-’ s exists. 
(ix) If x in in Y, then lim,,, (l/t) si T(t) x d[ exists. 
(x) If x is in Y, then lim,,, T(t) x exists. 
(xi) If (c, x) is in R+ x I’, then lim,,, / T(c + t) x - T(t) x 1 = 0. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that (viii) is true and let z be in Y. Then (v), (xii), 
and (xiii) are equiwalent. 
(xii) If x is in Y then y = lim,,,([l - tA]-’ x + t[I - t/l-l a) exists 
and sohes (*). 
(xiii) There is an increasing unbounded Rf-valued sequence (tk}FCL1 such 
that weak lim,,, &[I - &.A]-l z emits. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that (ix) is true and let z be in Y. Then (v), (xiv), 
and (xv) are equivazent. 
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(xiv) If x is in Y, then 
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exists and solves (*). 
(XV) There is an increasing unbounded Rf-valued sequence {tk}~zL1 such that 
1 .tk 
weak lim - 
k-z t, J SWk - 5) z 8 o 
exists. 
Note that Theorems 46, taken together, give two characterizations, in the 
reflexive case, of ran(A). 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let Q = Rf, and let B be given by B, = [I - tA]-1. 
Now the formula 
[I - t,4]-’ x = t jm e-EI’T(E) x dt 
0 
(see [9, Theorem 1, p. 2401) yields (Cl), and (C2) is immediate. If (t, x) is in 
Rf x Y and s > t, then 
T(t) B,x - Bs = f jaw e-glsT(t f 5) x d.$ - f jm e-g/ST(E) x dt 
0 
1 m =---- j e-cg-t)/sT(5) x dt - f jam e-E/ST(t) x dt 
= (:w- 1) f jtm e-gJST(S) x d5 - f jot e-C/ST(t) x d[, 
so 
1 T(t) B,x - BG I < I x I (8’ - 1 + t/s), 
F-2 1 T(t) B$ - B,x I = 0, 
and (C3) follows. Now (viii) follows from Theorem 1 and the Eberlein- 
Shmulyan Theorem [9, p. 1411. 
Let 52 = (0, co) and let B be given by 
Btx=fjt T(5) x dt. 
0 
Once again, (Cl) and (C2) are immediate. If (t, s, x) is in R+ x (0, CO) x Y 
and s -2 t, then 
1 
T(t) Bp - B,r = - j”” T(t) x d[ - f j’ T(E) x d[, 
s J 0 
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so 
and (C3) follows. Now (ix) is clear as was (viii) above. 
Finally, it is clear that (x) implies (xi). On the other hand, if Q = R+ 
and B is given by B, = T(t), then (Cl) and (C2) are clear, and (C3) holds if 
(xi) is true. Thus (xi) implies (x), and the proof of Theorem 4 is complete. 
In our proof of Theorem 4, the only appeal to reflexivity was our use of the 
Eberlein-Shmulyan Theorem. In particular, our verifications of (Cl)-(C3) 
were independent of reflexivity. The proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 are very 
similar, with Theorem 6 being slightly more involved, so we shall not include 
a proof of Theorem 5. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let D = (0, a) and let B be given by 
Bix =fs’ T( 5) x dt. 
0 
Let C and + be given by 
C,zc= -fJ”[T(t- t)xdt 
0 
and 4(t) = -t/2. If (t, X) is in (0, 00) >( Y, then 
x - Bpx = t ’ s’(x- T(c$)x)dt 
0 
1 =-- 
t 
ft (A 1’ T(a) x dcr) d[ 
‘0 0 
= : Aj-I -- o (t - E) T(t) x d.5 
=- ++T(t- ,$)xdnf 
0 
= AC,s. 
Also, it follows from Theorem 2 that QT(t) = Q whenever t is in Rf, so 
QC,x = - f Jot [QT(t - e) x d[ 
= cj(t) Qx 
whenever (t, X) is in (0, CT) x 17. Theorem 6 is now an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorem 3. 
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